
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGES IN CUBA

Cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel has engaged in a nonstop series of public appearances during his first days in
office, stopping everywhere across the island nation in an apparent bid to consolidate his leadership position. Castro
had initiated reforms to foster the private.

The revolutionary power set the goal of eliminating adult illiteracy in the country by  But the Castro dynasty is
still calling practically all the shots. The most well-known example of this was the same-sex marriage
provision: a draft of the constitution originally included language that defined marriage as a consensual union
between two people, without specifying genders. The new constitution and the constitutional drafting process
mark important steps forward in the economy, the political system, and the decision-making process in Cuba
However, other than diplomats, Cubans abroad were not allowed to vote in the referendum unless they
returned to the island to cast their ballots. For instance, when discussing GDP growth, they openly call into
question official government growth estimates of  Obviously some of the initiatives that will be taken now,
starting from , will bring the desired correction, although one can neither state a priori which ones will be
correct and which ones will need to be reviewed, nor ensure that they will be articulated in a comprehensive
project. And foreign investors want other reformsâ€”to choose their own workers and compete with the state
sector. We need to clarify here that the decision to join the Council of Mutual Economic Aid COMECON - the
so-called "East Bloc" or "Soviet system" to use terms that allude to various areas of social re-contextualization
- led Cuban society to face a scheme of partially modified values. Restores the pre position of Prime Minister,
an official selected by the president who leads government ministries on a day-to-day basis. However, the
country progressed - albeit with some difficulties - to political unification into a party that had not led the
revolutionary struggle but rather emerged from the movements and organizations that had done so a result of
the victory. The new charter will assuredly be improved by an overwhelming majority who know the risks of
dissent. As he so eloquently put it: "We have made a revolution greater than ourselves. We believe that this
might have been the second surprise that the "Cuban case" had in store for Washington. In about 12 years
some , Cubans went to Angola, most as fighters, all volunteers. Exogenous causes? Cubans often argue, for
example, that low wages force them to steal from their workplace to get by. Cubans realized that sovereignty,
besides the Constitution, state institutions and national symbols had a tangible nature and needed to be
defended in practice when at risk. In fact, the Cuban socialist economy succeeded in finding space and in
implementing a development project that led both to improvements in living conditions and growth at the
macro scale. From then onwards several factors would erode the scenario of the new social relations. Cuba, its
political system devoid of initiatives that open up space to a more effective participation , its economy more
disorganized and inefficient than ever and truly in need of reform , its society fraught with hardship, dismay
and uncertainty , has neither lost the values that distinguish it nor is willing to abandon the socialist utopia.
From that moment on, mass mobilization around the leaders became the most persistent mechanism for the
manifestation of consensus.


